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Subject:
Insertion of electronic sensors in laminated composites allows creating multi-functional materials. Consequences of this insertion on the mechanical behavior and strength of the new structures have to be measured and predicted through dedicated numerical or analytical models.

The sensor thickness is about 0.15 mm which is very close to that of an elementary ply of the laminate made out of High Performance Unidirectional prepregs plies. The integration of such a sensor in the laminate features the same problems of those found when dealing with drop-off plies in laminated composite panels of aeronautical structures, those ply arrests which allow the tailoring of composite panel thickness [1]. The mechanical approach to understand and analyze this integration should be very close to the ones used for drop-off ply zones.

The ply arrest - in our case: the edge of sensor - is the source of initiation of delamination type defects. These defects can initiate either on compressive or tensile loading, and then, propagate under static or fatigue loading of the structure. The prominent parameters of this critical zone are:

• thickness ratio of the sensor and the laminate ply,
• stiffness ratio of the adjacent ply and the electronic sensor,
• and mainly, the quality of adhesion between the sensor’s outer skin and the epoxy matrix of the composite. This adhesion insures the interfacial strength between these two materials.

The work will consist in evaluating the interfacial strength between the electronic device and the laminate composite through the characterization of delamination propagation at the interface [2]. The study will be divided into 3 parts:

• Characterization of the Energy Release Rate under mode I, identification of material inputs for the numerical model of interface.
• Characterization of the Energy Release Rate under mode II, identification of material inputs for the numerical model of interface.
• Technological specimen: design and test of different specimens, comparison between experimental results and numerical models.
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